University leaders have decided to extend the Strategic Plan for two years to recognize the impacts that the pandemic had on our progress while also underlining the enduring features of the plan. The recommended updates by Planning Council reflect the living nature of Montana State’s Strategic Plan. It is not a static document; rather it is responsive to the changing circumstances in which we find ourselves.

Accordingly, there are three types of changes reflected in the document. Changes will be noted with a letter to describe the nature of the recommendation:

A. These are minimally- or non-substantive changes that update the plan through 2026. We recommend extending or removing timelines for many of the metrics and actions to reflect the ongoing attention MSU is devoting, and/or we recommend changing a word or phrase to better reflect how we are implementing the metric or action.

B. We have noted those metrics or actions that we have accomplished, which allows us to focus more intently on those we have not yet accomplished. Metrics achieved will be monitored in the interest of continuous improvement.

C. We considered whether a few metrics or actions were tied to time-bound understanding, technologies, or environmental factors that have changed in the intervening years. Planning Council suggests that one of these no longer serves the Goal or larger Intentional Focus. We recommend the University lower the priority on this metric in favor of achieving the remaining metrics and actions.

We do not recommend changes in the Mission, Vision, Values, Intentional Focus Areas, or Goals. Planning Council reviewed these in 2021 and 2022 and found them to be relevant, important, and descriptive of who we are and what we want to achieve.

Note that baseline metrics were defined when the plan was originally written and remain unchanged in this update.
Mission, Vision & Values

The Mission, Vision and Values are the foundation of the strategic plan, defining what we do, why we do it and how we do it. Together they describe Montana State University's strategic direction.

Mission

As the state's land-grant university, Montana State integrates education, creation of knowledge and art and service to communities.

Vision

Montana State University will transform lives and communities in the people's interest.

Values

Excellence
We pursue exceptional outcomes.

Integrity
We commit to honesty, ethical behavior, and accountability.

Inclusion
We create a civil, supportive, and respectful environment where difference and diversity are sources of strength.
Collaboration
We believe that working together produces better outcomes.

Curiosity
We expect inquiry, exploration, creativity, and innovation.

Stewardship
We care for and conserve the human, economic, physical, and environmental resources entrusted to us.

INTENTIONAL FOCUS 1

Drive Transformational Learning Experiences Creating Outstanding Educational Outcomes for All Students

Montana State University students are challenged and changed by their active participation in high quality, innovative experiences at both the undergraduate and graduate level, becoming learned professionals and global citizens.

GOAL 1.1: Broaden access for underrepresented populations and increase academic success for all students through excellence in education.

As the state’s land-grant university, Montana State invites participation in exceptional higher education, widens participation of under-represented student populations, and improves student success outcomes overall.

METRICS and ACTIONS

1. Enrollment of students who are economically disadvantaged, first generation, veterans, adult learners, individuals with disabilities and from underrepresented races and ethnicities will increase in each group's share of the student body by two points by 2026. A

2. Eighty percent of students' financial need will be met by 2026, compared to the baseline 74%. A
3. Montana State University will increase the number of 1-year and 2-year undergraduate degrees and certificates awarded by 50% by 2026 (to 360). 

4. Montana State University will increase the number of Dual Enrollment students by 40% by 2024 (to 700).

5. Montana State University will increase developmental education and co-requisite course completion rates to 75% by 2026.

6. Montana State University will increase undergraduate retention (from 72% to 85%) and six-year graduation (from 48% to 60%) rates for all incoming Montana State students and will reduce disparities for students who are economically disadvantaged, first generation, veterans, adult learners, individuals with disabilities and from underrepresented races and ethnicities by 2026. Graduate persistence and graduation will also be measured and improved.

7. Montana State University will increase the number of students who receive national and international awards, honors, and prestigious scholarships.

**GOAL 1.2: Expand high-quality graduate education**

Montana State University will enroll and graduate more degree-seeking students at the graduate level and enhance the quality of graduate degree programs.

**METRICS and ACTIONS**

1. Montana State University will enhance its graduate education portfolio with appropriate balance across programs including the social sciences, humanities, and arts by 2024.

2. Montana State University will match up to 20 additional externally funded graduate research assistantships with institutionally supported and competitively awarded graduate research assistant appointments, aligned with Grand Challenge areas, annually by 2020.

3. Montana State University will increase the number of research doctoral degrees (to 90 from 66), professional practice doctorates (to 30 from 25), and Master's degrees (to 650 from 566) awarded annually by 2026.

4. All graduate degree programs will undergo systematic review and, if appropriate, redesign to ensure that they are structured to meet the diverse career paths of today's students by 2026.
GOAL 1.3: Implement evidence-based high quality, high impact teaching and learning practices for every student

Montana State University improves the curricular and co-curricular experience with demonstrated educational practices integrated with discovery and engagement that enhance learning and develop engaged global citizens and informed professionals.

METRICS and ACTIONS

1. Each student at the undergraduate level will engage in at least one sustained curricular or co-curricular high quality, high impact practice, demonstrated to positively affect educational or personal development, each year, by 2022. A

2. The university will demonstrate that all graduating seniors have achieved Core learning outcomes and career competencies by 2026. A

3. All undergraduate students will use e-portfolios for sustained reflection on curricular, co-curricular, and dynamic learning by 2024. C

4. At least 70% of undergraduate students will demonstrate sustained campus and community engagement by annually participating in one significant student engagement activity or leadership role and attending 20 or more university events annually by 2026. A

INTENTIONAL FOCUS 2

Improve Lives and Society through Research, Creativity and Scholarship

Montana State University faculty, staff, and students are known nationally and internationally for discovering, applying, testing, and sharing knowledge and creative works that expand understanding and positively impact lives and society.

GOAL 2.1: Enhance the significance and impact of scholarship
Montana State University research and creative activity demonstrates impact on the state’s and the world’s pressing challenges through application of our discoveries in communities, industry, and organizations, as well as through academic indicators of the expansion of knowledge.

**METRICS and ACTIONS**

1. Montana State University will foster four Grand Challenges of Montana responsive to regional and global needs:
   - Caring for our environment: environmental science, design, engineering, architecture and social structure
   - Promoting wellness in our communities: access and equity in education and health outcomes, community-based participatory research, biomedical sciences and entrepreneurship
   - Food and fuel security: sustainable food systems, precision agriculture, energy production, transmission and storage
   - Securing the future of Montana: cybersecurity, photonics and optics, defense, governance and public policy

2. Montana State University will define external outcome measures that reflect success in the Grand Challenge areas, e.g. changes in relevant state-wide indicators, by 2024, and will monitor these for demonstrated research-related improvement.

3. Montana State University will enhance education of undergraduates and graduate students through increased participation in research, creative, and entrepreneurial activities by 10% by 2025.

**GOAL 2.2: Expand interdisciplinary scholarship**

Montana State University’s interdisciplinary expertise as the University of the Yellowstone™ carries unique possibilities for inference, translation, and impact. Our research and creative activity throughout the university increasingly spans traditional disciplinary boundaries to solve the world’s pressing challenges.

**METRICS and ACTIONS**

1. Montana State University will secure at least one new interdisciplinary training grant or center grant for each Grand Challenge area by 2024.

2. Montana State University will increase the grant expenditures associated with investigators in multiple academic units by 25% by 2022.

3. Montana State University will increase the number of scholarly products that are authored or created by faculty from two or more academic units by 10% each year.
4. Montana State University will review current policies, resources and facilities that affect interdisciplinary scholarship and develop sustainable models for shared interdisciplinary resources by 2022.  

GOAL 2.3: Strengthen institutional reputation in scholarship

Montana State University’s success in scholarship results in increased state, national and international prominence.

METRICS and ACTIONS

1. Montana State University will annually increase scholarship standing when compared to peer institutions.

2. Montana State University faculty will be recognized as regional and national leaders in Grand Challenge areas by 2026.  

3. Montana State University will demonstrate improved institutional reputation through the increased size of faculty applicant pools, increased diversity of applicant pools and increased ratio of offers accepted to offers made.

4. Montana State University will increase the number of faculty with membership among national academies, professional society fellows and state/federal/international advisory committees.

5. Montana State University will increase the number of faculty who receive national and international awards, and honors.

6. Montana State University will establish a baseline by 2020 and increase its number of international projects and collaborations in learning, scholarship and engagement by 10% by 2026.  

GOAL 2.4: Elevate expectations for scholarship

Montana State University faculty, staff, and students hold themselves to the highest standards of research and creative outcomes.

METRICS and ACTIONS

1. Colleges, departments, and centers will set goals and document progress in their annual research reports by 2020.  

2. Montana State University will have annual contract and grant expenditures exceeding $200 million spanning all units by 2024. B

3. Publications, presentations of creative works, translational research and creative activity, and other evidence of dissemination of scholarship will meet or exceed peer benchmarks by 2026. A

4. Montana State University will increase the number of research faculty, research staff, post-docs and graduate students funded on external contracts and grants by 2022. B

INTENTIONAL FOCUS 3
Expand Mutually Beneficial and Responsive Engagement for the Advancement of Montana

Montana State University students, faculty and staff work together and with partners across the state and around the world to enhance the well-being of individuals, organizations and communities.

GOAL 3.1: Increase mutually beneficial collaborations with Tribal nations and partners

Montana State University works cooperatively with Tribal governments, colleges, community groups and Indigenous students to develop and achieve beneficial outcomes.

METRICS and ACTIONS
1. Montana State University will build and maintain an inventory of current partnerships with Tribal partners, and their mutually-defined intended outcomes, by 2024. A

2. Montana State University will work closely with partners to develop a plan to improve and increase Tribal partnerships with mutually-defined outcomes by 25% by 2026. A

3. Montana State University will enhance partnerships with Montana Tribal colleges to increase the number of graduates who enroll at MSU by 2026. A

4. Montana State University will complete construction on the American Indian Hall by 2022. B
GOAL 3.2: Grow mutually beneficial partnerships across Montana

Montana State University and its partners attain collaboratively defined outcomes that improve the lives and livelihoods of Montanans.

METRICS and ACTIONS

1. Montana State University will build and maintain an inventory of current partnerships with state and local government, education, business and industry and non-profit organizations, and their mutually-defined intended outcomes, by 2024. A

2. Montana State University will develop a plan to improve and increase responsive partnerships with mutually-defined outcomes by 25% by 2026. A

3. Montana State University will develop and/or strengthen structures for Montana stakeholders to contribute to the research and engagement agenda of the university by 2024. A

4. New workforce and academic degree programs will be tailored to demonstrated state and regional needs with attention to national trends. B

GOAL 3.3: Foster a culture of collaboration, continuous improvement and individual growth

Montana State University and its students, faculty, and staff engage in a reciprocal relationship that values each member and improves the university environment.

METRICS and ACTIONS

1. Montana State University will improve and increase collaborations between curricular and co-curricular units to support student success.

2. Montana State University will increase the number of collaborative grant applications and awards with investigators across curricular, co-curricular, the Montana Agricultural Experiment Station, Extension and other units.

3. Montana State University will increase the average faculty and staff compensation to the representative peer market average by 2024. A

4. Montana State University will increase faculty and staff participation in health and wellness, personal, management and professional development opportunities.
5. Montana State University will make and annually monitor progress on the **2017 MSU Diversity & Inclusion Framework** themes (Campus Climate and Intergroup Relations, Education and Scholarship, Access and Success, Leadership and Accountability, Communication).

6. Montana State University will develop a comprehensive sustainability framework by 2021 with measurement and annual progress reports to campus.